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BSC-CNS is
a consortium
that includes

BSC-CNS objectives

Supercomputing services
to Spanish and
EU researchers

R&D in Computer,
Life, Earth and

Engineering Sciences

Education,
technology transfer,
public engagement



Documentalist @ BSC

1.To ensure that BSC’s Open Access 
obligations  for publications are 
covered and to be informed about the 
Open Access policies and rules defined 
by the EC and by National Agencies.

2. To provide help to compile and 
standardise bibliographic data of the 
centre’s scientific production.

3. To provide support to BSC’s 
researchers in the creation and update 
of their CV in ORCID or Researcher ID.

4. To help and inform with all BSC 
bibliographic and bibliometric issues in 
general.
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Documentalist working group from 
Research Centers

AIM:
• to be a community of practice on management of scientific output 

of research institutions, such as Open Access, Open Data and 
reporting. 

• to define synergies in workflows and tackle challenges through 
peer-to-peer learning, and consult experts jointly if needed



Some H2020 projects on Open Science at 
BSC



RDA Europe, the European plug-in to the Research Data 
Alliance, has recently established a network of national nodes 
to foster adoption of RDA outputs in the region, and thereby 
enable interoperability and data sharing on a global scale. 
Nodes engage with research communities, support national 
agendas, contribute to the EU Open Science Strategy, and aim 
to increase the uptake of standards and participation in RDA 
globally. In collaboration with a diverse range of national and 
regional stakeholders, they support the RDA mission of 
building the technical and social bridges that enable open 
sharing of data.





• EOSC-hub brings together multiple service providers to create the Hub: 

a single contact point for European researchers and innovators to 

discover, access, use and reuse a broad spectrum of resources for 

advanced data-driven research.

• For researchers, this will mean a broader access to services supporting 

their scientific discovery and collaboration across disciplinary and 

geographical boundaries.

• The project mobilises providers from the EGI Federation, 

EUDAT CDI, INDIGO-DataCloud and other major European 

research infrastructures to deliver a common catalogue of 

research data, services and software for research.



The EOSCpilot project will support the first phase in the 
development of the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC). It 
will:
• Propose and trial the governance framework for the EOSC 

and contribute to the development of European open 
science policy and best practice;

• Develop a number of demonstrators functioning as high-
profile pilots that integrate services and infrastructures to 
show interoperability and its benefits in a number of 
scientific domains; and

• Engage with a broad range of stakeholders, crossing 
borders and communities, to build the trust and skills 
required for adoption of an open approach to scientific 
research.
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